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Anatomy of the Liberal Mob
Parts II & III

The article below continues from the November 2020 issue. In
Part I, Dr. Lang gave a brief history of liberalism in the United
States and contrasted liberal and conservative views on several
issues; the differences are significant. Modern liberalism has
become “an agent for change whose insidious nature is merely
cloaked under claims for freedom, especially freedom from oppression and victimhood.”
You can read the November issue at http://lutheranclarion.org/
newsletter.html. The entire essay is also posted at the web site
as a single document in the Document Library.

Part II: Feminism is the Taproot of Liberalism
God created man and woman equal before God but with
complementary roles. 6 Vengeful Satan hated God’s creation
and its culmination in mankind. He knew that the introduction
of sin would have catastrophic consequences for the relationship between God and humanity and between man and woman. So he played on Eve’s desire to be like God – a susceptibility to the allure of power. Adam, apparently wishing to
please his mate and not thinking about the consequences,
joined in the disobedience to God. That single act, so simple
in action and terrible in consequence, cast humanity out of perfect union with God and required the death of God’s Son to
repair the breach.
After the fall, in Genesis 3:16 (ESV) God tells Eve that “…
Your desire shall be against your husband, and he shall rule
over you.” And in Genesis 3:17 God punished Adam for disobedience, saying that cursed is the ground on account of him.
The original sin of the fall also laid the groundwork for further
discord by introducing a chink into our spiritual DNA: the latent
desire for a wife to have power over her husband, or more generally, for women to have power over men.
While this chink created the potential for marital and societal
discord, the originally intended (pre-fall) headship role of men
in marriage was partially sustained after the fall by practical
realities. Work required heavy physical labor from men and
managing a household required hard work in the form of the
feminine arts of cooking, cleaning, sewing, and child rearing
from women. Men were well-suited to this arrangement because of greater physical strength and hormonal differences
which facilitate hunting, farming, and aggressive activities like
war. Likewise, the child-bearing capability of women and the
bonding which occurs during nursing naturally encourage
household activities. By divine intent the faithful men of the
Bible were invested by God with leadership roles as fathers,
apostles, elders, rulers, battle commanders, teachers, administrators, herdsmen, and farmers. The faithful women were wonderful mothers, wives, consolers, teachers of children and othContinued on page 3, left column.

The Purpose of the District
“Districts—who needs them?”
“What has the district ever done for me?”
“If I ever need the district, I’ll let them know.”
Those questions and comments were not dreamed up—as
a member of the Ohio District Board of Directors for several
years, I’ve heard all of them and a few more. Such comments give us pause—they cause us to question ourselves,
and what our districts are about. Those comments led to this
paper on the purpose of districts, which I submitted to the
Clarion. It is necessarily brief, and undoubtedly will serve to
raise many more questions. It is my hope that it will also foster further discussion.
During the discussions on forming a synod, The Rev. Dr.
C.F.W. Walther expressed the opinion “That the chief function of the Synod shall be directed toward the maintenance
and furtherance and guarding of the unity and purity of Lutheran doctrine.” 1 Not surprisingly, the first (1847) Constitution reflects that view:
“I. Reasons for forming a synodical organization.
1. The example of the apostolic Church. (Acts 15:1-31)
2. The preservation and furthering of the unity of pure
confession (Eph. 4:3-6; 1 Cor. 1:10) and to provide
common defense against separatism and sectarianism. (Rom. 16:17)

[and]
IV. Business of Synod
1. To stand guard over the purity and unity of doctrine
within the synodical circle, and to oppose false doctrine.
2. Supervision over the performance of the official duties
on the part of the pastors and teachers of Synod.” 2

To this end, the President was to visit every congregation at
least once during each triennium, and report his findings to
the Synod’s convention. The Rev. Dr. Cameron Mackenzie,
Chairman, Historical Theology, Concordia Theological Seminary writes, “Why was this doctrinal unity, this unity in the
Word, so important to the founders of the Missouri Synod? It
was precisely because of the churchly character of the synod.
We know that the marks of the church are the Word and the
sacraments. According to the Lutheran Confessions, the
Word of God and the sacraments are the marks of the
Continued on page 2, left column.
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Church because they are the only means by which the Holy
Spirit creates and sustains faith. Synod's commitment to
maintaining the right preaching of the gospel and the correct
administration of the sacraments arises, therefore, out of a
concern for the salvation of those for whom the means of
grace are intended. For false doctrine dishonors God's name
and endangers salvation by leading people away from God's
grace in Christ. Our Lord Himself said, ‘If you hold to my
teaching, you are really my disciples. Then you will know the
truth, and the truth will set you free’" (John 8:31-32). 3

...the Unity of the true faith—is still
the top priority.
Permit a little history, taken from The Rev. Dr. August
Suelflow, Former Executive Director of Concordia Historical
Institute, St. Louis, MO, and former Adjunct Professor, Concordia Seminary:
In the Synod’s earliest years there were no districts. Some
strongly opposed the idea when it first came up. They feared
“splintering” the Synod. However, the rapid growth of the
Synod made it impossible for the President to make the required visitations. (Author’s note: The Rev. Dr. Friedrich
Wyneken gave two eloquent addresses dealing with the issue of division into districts, which you can find in “At Home in
the House of My Fathers.”) Finally, between 1852 and 1854
the Synod decided to create four regional districts into which
its member congregations would be divided. (In that year the
baptized membership of all these congregations was 10,551.)
The Synod acted with these understandings:

·

Theological unity throughout the Synod would be preserved
by the general president continuing to visit each parish (a
provision that lasted until 1864). The 1854 Constitution
made the president the greatest coordinating factor in the
church body, assigning him total supervision of all synodical
work, within constitutional limitations, and supervision of all
district and synodical officials.

·

The district presidents were to assist the synodical president. They were given basically the rights and duties originally given the general president, including status as Chief
Administrative Officer of the district and the duty to ordain,
install, and suspend.

The 1854 Constitution set out Synod/District functions and
duties, reserving to Synod, among other things:

·

General supervision of doctrine and its application in each
district, with assistance from the District Presidents, in other
words, visitation.

Districts were to administer their own affairs. The 1854
Constitution said each could adopt bylaws necessary for its
own conditions. But the synodical constitution was to be the
constitution of each district. District bylaws could not conflict
with it. Specific items of district business:

·

Examining candidates for the teaching office, and ordination
and installation of candidates for the ministry

·

Home missions within the district

Finally in 1866, visitation circuits were established to lessen
the duties of district presidents. Circuits were created at the
discretion of the districts, and so the office of Circuit Visitor
was established.

Between 1854 and 1874, there was an explosion of districts. Thirty were created or redefined, over one a year on
average!
It’s interesting to review some reasons for district division
given during these years:
· Too many pastors and congregations in one district
already.
· District too big to conduct effective conventions.
· Serve the Kingdom better.
· Make “Synod” more personal to congregations and
people.
· Give more opportunity for involvement in synodicaldistrict matters.
· Districts wanted to give more attention to their peculiar
problems. 4
The Rev. Dr. Suelflow noted that by the mid-twentieth
century, one of the primary functions of the district was to
bring the synodical program on a personal basis to the district constituency. At the same time, he also noted that
growth of districts had increased the distance between congregations and districts, something with which district
Boards of Directors have been dealing for several years.
What about today? As we know, the Synod’s Constitution
is every district’s constitution, thus the objectives of Synod
are each district’s objectives—all of them. I’d like to address just a few:
The first objective—the Unity of the true faith—is still the
top priority. Several years ago, the Ohio District Board of
Directors established a Board-designated visitation account
to assist congregations with the expenses of visitation. The
circuit counselors are accountable to visit all the district’s
congregations, and the members of the district presidium
are to visit the circuit counselors’ parishes during this triennium. Covered expenses include a travel and supply pastor for the circuit visitor’s congregation, and expenses incurred by congregations so visited.
As noted above, this priority serves the second objective:
to strengthen congregations and their members in giving
bold witness by word and deed to the love and work of God
the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, or as The Rev. Dr. Friedrich Wyneken put it, “The purpose of this unity, to the glory
of God and for the salvation of the neighbor, was to bring in
even more people through the knowledge of the truth, as
the Lord commands us to do, and the Spirit of God who
dwells within us accomplishes it. All the ordinances and
regulations that the Synod had established when it was
founded were put in place to that end.” 5
I’d like to call your attention to Objective No. 9—“Provide
protection for congregations, pastors, teachers, and other
church workers in the performance of their duties and
maintenance of their right.” 6 As the Board of Directors operates largely in the Kingdom of the Left Hand, we can expect challenges in this area of our governance. The ongoing health-care issues and the escalating assault by the
culture upon the Church will undoubtedly continue to aggressively confront our districts in the near future.
And No. 10—“Aid in providing for the welfare of our professional church workers.” The pandemic and resulting
recession will undoubtedly bring challenges in this area,
also.
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If I were to summarize the purpose of the District, I’d say
this: the Missouri Synod—and all its Districts—exist to enable its members—pastors and congregations—to be nothing
more, but nothing less than The Church: that place where
the Gospel is preached and the Sacraments rightly administered, to the eternal welfare of all people and the glory of
God.
It’s appropriate to close with a quote from Henry Hamann’s
“On Being a Christian:”
“As the Lutheran Church that is true to its confession carries out its task, it sees itself…in continuity with the apostolic church in its original doctrinal purity. And it carries out
its task in view of the last judgment, knowing that however
weak and sinful it is in itself and its members, the Gospel it
has preached will be acknowledged as the truth by the allpowerful Judge Himself.” 7
The author W. I. “Joe” Strieter, served eleven years on the
Ohio District Board of Directors and has been a District and
Synod Convention delegate. Before retiring, he was a construction industry executive, and maintains a construction
consulting business. He and Alice, his wife of 60 years, reside in Maumee, Ohio.
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Anatomy of the Liberal Mob
Continued from page 1

er women, and advocates for the faith. These roles naturally fit with God’s complementary roles for the two sexes.
Because God is a God of order, it only makes sense that
men and women would also be mentally hardwired by design for a role relationship consistent with God’s complementarity of the sexes. That is, wishing to aid men and
women in their roles, he also gave them mental characteristics 7 fitting for those roles. No sensible person doubts that
men are typically stronger than women. If God gave men
the physical characteristics well-suited to taming the physical world, does it not make sense that he would give him
related mental characteristics, such as forcefulness and
drive? And similarly, for the sake of concord, does it not
make sense that women would have mental characteristics
complementary to those of men, such as nurturing and consoling? It follows that these different mental characteristics
of men and women must necessarily find expression in daily
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2021 LCA Conference Cancelled!
During the week of November 22, the hotel where the
2021 conference was to be held notified the LCA that,
due to COVID-19, they are closing until March 31,
2021.
The LCA Board of Directors made the decision to cancel the 2021 conference entirely. There will be no live
streaming. If you already mailed in your registration
fee, you will receive a refund.
════════════════════

LCA Annual Meeting:
Monday, January 18, 2021
via teleconference
The annual meeting will be held remotely on January 18, 2021, at 5:00 pm Eastern time via FreeConferenceCall.com. LCA members should dial 712-7757031 (conference code 948452).
The President’s and Secretary-Treasurer’s Reports, as
well as the minutes of the previous meeting, will be
posted on the LCA website. A notice of the meeting
will also be mailed to members.

activities for emotional well-being.
With man and woman each fittingly integrated in mind and
body, we have the timeless image of the strong, intent father with his nurturing wife and children at his side, the epitome of the harmonious family unit, the fundamental unit of
civilization. 8 Women were proud of their femininity and the
skill and energy required to raise a family. Men worked
hard to defend their honor which was inseparable from a
natural concept of manhood passed down through the millennia. In defending their honor, they also defended women, children, and their country. It worked.
But when physical labor ceased to be the grist of industry,
Satan saw his opportunity to destroy the complementarity of
the sexes. The dormant chink in the male-female relationship could now be exploited. Liberal women began to seek
more power as the importance of men’s physical strength
diminished. They saw what men had in the public sphere,
wanted to be more like them, and have the same roles.
Much like Adam in the Garden, men fecklessly acquiesced
to this usurpation in roles. The right to vote gave women
political power, and the unlawfulness of sexual discrimination in business and civic organizations meant the breakdown of the classic male and female spheres. Sensing the
opportunity for rich settlements and more power for their
causes, lawyers, plaintiffs, and liberal politicians began the
wholesale dismantling of men’s role in society.
Although this dismantling did not occur overnight, the
change in the relationship between men and women in the
last sixty years has been immense. The emotional needs of
males and females – served when we live according to our
design – have been severely frustrated by the feministic
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ethos in which we now live. Boys in school, for example,
are increasingly restrained from expressing their natural
exuberance, which is interpreted as a lack of cooperation or
bullying. Drugs may be prescribed to curb unwanted behavior. Recess is carefully monitored and has been eliminated in some schools. Girls are pressured into playing
sports and studying subjects that they may not naturally
desire. Campuses are notorious for suspending due process in favor of the liberal accuser. There is no question
that some men have behaved badly toward women, especially with respect to sexual exploitation and domestic violence, yet the pendulum has swung almost completely in
the direction of vilifying men. The workplace has become a
minefield of political correctness which must be carefully
navigated by men to avoid disciplinary action. Increasingly,
young men do not recognize the desirability of fatherhood
and its responsibilities, and young women often prefer a
career to marriage and children. There are few traditional
role models to guide men and women.
Feminism stands in opposition to God’s complementarity
of the sexes, both in the church and in society, and is therefore a sin. Feminism makes the radical assertion that men
are interchangeable with women in all roles. To the extent
that this assertion is accepted, other sins can be justified. If
men and women are interchangeable, what difference does
homosexual marriage make? Why do children need a father if a mother is able to substitute for a father, and so on.
As noted above, the driving force behind feminism is the
desire for power by liberal women, just as Eve desired it,
though feminism wraps itself in a banner of freedom and
equality. Because sharing is incompatible with a lust for
power, feminism is trending toward a more virulent form
which asserts superiority over men. The goal is the feminization of society and the complete elimination of patriarchy. 9 As the liberal Shriver Report put it, we are living in a
“woman’s world” and “emergent economic power gives
women a new seat at the table – at the head of the table.”10

Criticism is the most difficult to bear
if you fear it may be true...feminism
cannot bear to hear of intrinsic differences between men and women.
Rusty Reno maintains that societal rejection of traditional
norms and codes of behavior has been particularly hard on
working class Americans and the poor, who need the structure that these provide 11 The critical role of fathers is
downplayed or rejected. 12 The result is broken families,
alcoholism, unemployment, drug use, and suicide among
this large demographic. The liberal elite, on the other hand,
have a support system consisting of high achievement
which encourages caution, safe choices, and a nonjudgmentalism that allows them to glide through life without
rocking the boat. Their souls, however, are darkened by
their idolatrous pursuit of success. For many liberals, regardless of economic class, identity politics has substituted
for identity with the family.13
With the law on its side, and having identified itself with
freedom and equality, feminism has steamrolled all opposition. Liberal women find the power alluring, and liberal

men, either because they wish to be validated in some sin of
their own, or because they desire the upward mobility that
subscription gives them, support it. Conservative men and
women have not fought it, either because they are sympathetic to feminist goals or have been intimidated into submission. Society levees heavy penalties against those who reject it.
Criticism is the most difficult to bear if you fear it may be
true. And indeed, feminism cannot bear to hear of intrinsic
differences between men and women. You may recall the
outrage surrounding then President of Harvard, Larry Summers, in the early 2000’s when he suggested that men outperform women in science and math because of biological
differences. 14 Larry Summers was eventually forced to resign. Today he would not have survived a week. More obvious are physical differences, yet military combat roles are
open to women despite studies showing their presence in
military units reduces unit effectiveness.15
Seeking to expand its reach in recent decades, both politically and in the workplace, feminism has recruited other sinful causes. Radical race, homosexual, abortion, and transgender causes have formed an unholy alliance with it under
the name of diversity. It is hard to find a feminist who does
not support these causes or visa-versa. To offend against
one is to offend against all. All of the destructive attitudes
about sex outside of marriage and a mélange of other sins
are complicit. Expect more sins to gain acceptance. Let us
hope that manipulation of human genetics never becomes
available.
Because all of these sins reinforce each other, liberals today act as an entity, a liberal mob. Most liberals do not voice
support for extreme tactics, but they are part of the support
structure of liberalism. They may not be the hand supporting
the knife, so to speak, but they are the heart or lungs which
enable the corporate whole of the liberal mob to thrive. Just
as Christians have many different talents and roles in the
invisible church, so liberals have many members acting in
different roles in the liberal mob. For that reason, in the remainder of this paper I equate modern-day liberals to the
liberal mob.
If you still doubt that feminism is the taproot of liberalism,
which makes feminists the central force of the liberal mob,
join me in a “thought experiment.” The nice thing about a
thought experiment is that you can supply necessary preconditions at will and then run in your mind a simulation to probe
the outcome. Of course, the simulation has to be run correctly to yield an accurate result. Let’s try one of these, and
you be the judge.
Suppose by some magic that all women, liberal or conservative, in the United States woke up tomorrow with the
belief that feminism is evil, and they vow to distance themselves from it.
Now imagine an office setting in business, government,
academia – it doesn’t matter. That very day, with their new
attitude, these women begin to mention in casual conversation with their male coworkers that they prefer that the men
take the lead in projects, that they aren’t interested in getting
ahead, and if married that they would like to be stay-at-home
spouses and moms. How do you think the men would react?
My simulation says that the men would walk around confused wondering if it was a trick or if they had misheard
something. They probably wouldn’t even mention their ob-
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servations to other men, thinking it a fluke. If this continued
for a couple weeks, by then the men would have compared
notes and started to gingerly engage the women in cautious
conversation about the subject, still afraid they might be
turned in to the diversity officer if they said the wrong thing.
A few liberal men, hoping to score points, might try to persuade the women out of their new-found viewpoints, but
getting no traction, they too would start to scratch their
heads. The men who were deeply involved in various sins,
homosexuals for example, would start to worry and chafe at
the situation, sensing that they were losing allies. Just as
bad from their perspective, traditional sex roles emphasize
the importance of “straight” sexuality and marriage. However, most of the other men in the office, after the passage of a
few more weeks, would have begun to adjust to the new
situation. Some men would argue against it at home because they like the extra income, but I suspect most would
eventually recognize how wonderful traditional roles are. A
national debate would ensue and feminism would start to
fade from the country, and with it many other evils of the
liberal mob. These other evils would be left to fend for
themselves, or try ineffectually to shore up what was left of
the mob. Radical race proponents would try very hard, but
without the feminists, they too would need to step back.
This would create an opportunity for a reasoned dialogue
about racial injustice.

...the liberal mob is continually evolving and seeking new sins to co-opt
under its diversity and victimhood
banner...
Now, run a different simulation in which homosexuals conclude that their lifestyle is a sin and intend to leave it. The
result would be very different. Feminists and other liberal
mob members would likely argue with them and there might
be negative employment consequences for their rocking the
boat. Not only would the liberal mob be losing members,
one of its purposes would be questioned. It wouldn’t like
that. Not too much would change between men and women. Reigning feminism and most of the other evils of the
mob would continue as before.
What these simulations simply show is that feminism is the
primary support structure for the other sins in the liberal
mob; it has the numbers and penetrates into nearly every
crevice of society.
Because the liberal mob is continually evolving and seeking new sins to co-opt under its diversity and victimhood
banner, it has cancer-like qualities. It metastasizes. It is
also polymorphic, exhibiting different faces at different times.
Consider the rate of its metastasis: Over the period of the
1960’s through the 1980’s, the liberal mob went from a loose
association of feminists, advocates for free sex, and pacifists to a clearly discernable political bloc, prevalent in academia but also evident in the media. In the 1990’s, it presented as virulent feminism, homosexuality, and radical
views of race. With regard to race, what began as a legitimate effort in the 1960’s to address systemic racism mutated into an emphasis on victimhood and a de-emphasis on
the importance of the stable family unit with a father and
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mother. In the classroom, especially in the humanities, diversity studies have supplanted true scholarship.
In the first decade of the 21st century, the mob evolved to
strongly advocate for “homosexual marriage” and
transgender rights. In the last decade, it denied the genetic
basis of sex, considering it to be a matter of choice, condoned sex changes for children, and in some schools promoted a bewildering set of pronouns to cover every personal
conception of sexuality. More recently it has argued that
even concepts like “hard work” and “self-reliance” constitute
a form of racism. Free speech is under attack.
The liberal mob spurs on its members through an active
exchange of outrage on social media. The greater your outrage, the greater your voice in the mob. This dynamic follows a pattern which can be described algebraically. (If you
dislike algebra you can skip this part which I offer somewhat
tongue-in-cheek.)
Let’s equate the current level of virtue in conservative society to the prevalence of Christian values and practices
among conservatives. We call this current level of conservative virtue “CV.” The liberal mob advocates for a lower
level of virtue since it rejects most Christian values. Let’s
call this lower level of virtue “MV” for mob virtue. The difference, CV-MV, is the virtue gap. Note that the virtue gap
consists of two terms (CV and MV), so a change in either
CV or MV will affect the value of CV-MV. The mob expresses outrage proportional to CV-MV. That is, the greater the
difference between conservative virtue and mob virtue, the
more outraged the mob will be because it hates the conservatives’ Christian virtue. This outrage is used by the mob
to make claims about victimhood. Victimhood demands
more diversity from conservative society as a countermeasure to victimhood. Now if diversity is used as a criterion by an administrator seeking to fill a position, some other
criteria must necessarily be displaced. Ability, experience,
and legitimacy as criteria must be sacrificed to some degree.
That means a lowering of standards as they were once understood. Simply being different, i.e., diverseness (which
may include perverseness) does not confer any capability. 16
A lowering of standards means that the quality of work will
suffer among those hired or selected on that basis. If the
quality of work suffers, performance will suffer by any objective standard. For someone so hired, this failure to perform
will lead to frustration and anger and likely lower income
over time. Since the affected individual will not want to look
to his or her own deficiencies as the cause, he will readily
accept an alternative explanation such as victimhood to account for his shortcomings. Because he is a victim, he can
now indignantly call for even more diversity to increase the
number like him. He can also encourage special categories
of work to examine, study, or mitigate the alleged exploitation, thus creating a less-demanding haven for his labor. All
of these diversity-increasing activities decrease the value of
MV since they inevitably decrease virtue in the mob through
advocacy for new sins as intentionally sinful members are
added. Thus, there is a positive feedback loop of reduced
virtue in the mob MV increasing the value of CV-MV. This
higher value of CV-MV translates into fresh outrage to rally
the mob. Over time, however, because conservatives keep
giving ground and losing virtue, the value of CV in conserva-
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tive society also decreases. As this happens the CV-MV
signal is diminished. To counter this, the liberal mob is always looking for new sins to draw into its alliance, study,
and use to promote a reduced value of MV to ensure an
adequate level of outrage from CV-MV to promote its activities.
There can be temporary interruptions in outrage if conservatives are silent as they have been recently about the
riots. If conservatives do not express themselves publicly
against the violence, CV can be temporarily suppressed
since a failure to oppose the violence implies an impotent
virtue. A lower CV reduces the value of CV-MV. That
tamps down the magnitude of the outrage from the mob because the conservatives are not as much of a lightning rod.
Joseph Sternberg observed recently that liberals have not
had enough outrage to maintain their status in the mob and
have had to resort to carting around whole wheelbarrows of
depreciated outrage. 17 They fume in every direction about
additional grievances (which leads to lower MV) in an attempt to boost the supply of fresh outrage.
It is ironic that the Christian virtue in conservative society
which the liberal mob deplores is needed for maintenance of
its structure. It needs virtue among conservatives in order to
rail against it. (It also needs it because CV maintains the
quality of life for everyone, though the mob would never
acknowledge that.) If conservative society becomes completely indistinguishable from the liberal mob, the current
mob structure and dynamic will begin to break down since
CV-MV = 0. Society as a whole will be corrupt. Because
the lust for power will remain, one would expect a power
struggle within the mob, which now constitutes society. The
stronger will feed on the weaker.

Clearly the country needs Christian
leaven...to prevent the liberal mob
from descending into ever-greater
depths of abomination...
The liberal mob has evolved into a monster which condones violence to further its ganglionic reach and attempts
to silence, shame, and harm all its opponents. The end
state of liberalism, in which all moral restraint is cast off in
the name of freedom, leads to the tyranny of nihilism. We
are close to that point.
In the same Limbaugh interview mentioned above, Angelo
Codevilla lamented, “… the one thing which is surer than it
ever was is that unfortunately, very unfortunately, the Republic that we have known and enjoyed, that has made our
lives incomparably better than any on earth, ever, is over.
It’s done with. Something else will replace it. God knows
what it will be.”18
Although this is a dire statement, I believe he is correct.
Let’s look at some different scenarios.
Part III: The Need for Christian Leaven
The first, and most likely scenario in my opinion, is that the
liberal mob keeps amassing power and increasingly encroaches on religious and civic freedoms. Shockingly inap-

propriate government and corporate leaders become the
norm. There are scattered protests against the mob from
conservatives, but increasingly Christians are marginalized
as religious rights are nullified. In response, some Christians start to migrate to safer areas. Most urban areas
slowly decay as the country’s moral woes lead to disorder
and economic problems. Eventually factions within the
liberal mob turn on each other, one of them gains the upper
hand, and order is restored by the victor. Christians by this
time are openly persecuted, regardless of where they live.
A second scenario – less likely but still possible – is that
the liberal mob moves too fast and that there is a major
conservative backlash with an emerging leader, either a
government figure or a vigilante. How this scenario plays
out depends on whether this figure operates within or outside of the law and how the military responds, but one can
imagine him rallying conservatives and leading a powerful
counter-offensive against the liberals. If the liberals win,
the first scenario would effectively be the result. If the conservatives win, the problem is then what? What do conservatives do with the vanquished mob when it comprises
most of the country? Martial law would be required to
maintain order and rebuild society.
The third, and least likely scenario, is that a very charismatic conservative leader emerges who is smart, Christian,
persuasive, and able to formulate sensible, durable solutions to the county’s problems and convince enough people
to go along with him. A Christian revival ensues. Let’s
pray for this outcome.
The foregoing scenarios relate to the developing political
backdrop of the country. Given these scenarios, how
should we as Christians conduct ourselves?
Clearly the country needs Christian leaven. Without it,
there is nothing to prevent the liberal mob from descending
into ever-greater depths of abomination, and taking society
with it.
As the liberal mob threatens and intimidates, we Christians must be as bold in our witness to truth as our courage
and circumstances permit – both in church and among our
many contacts in life. That means speaking against the
sins of the mob, not in rancor but in love. I am amazed
how powerful even one opposing voice can be in the face
of evil. But we should also be prepared to talk about the
alternatives to the liberal prescription. It is one thing to
point out evil, but if we can’t articulate a way out or an alternative to it, we will seem impractical.
If people are deep in the word of God, everything will
have a natural tendency to fall into place for happy productive lives. The ideal family model is a traditional Christian
home consisting of husband, wife, and, if so blessed, children. Fathers are as essential as mothers in the upbringing
of children. The father should be the sole or primary breadwinner and take very seriously his duty to be the spiritual
leader of the family. This model may not be possible in all
cases, but it remains the ideal. Those who are single
should encourage this model by their viewpoints and actions.
There is no place for feminism and other evils in this model. Traditional roles must be upheld. If you can’t or won’t
do this, then you are contributing to the problems of the
country.
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As a starting point in discussions with skeptical Christians,
and certainly with unbelievers, it is worth pointing out how
sour male and female relations have become compared to
those of prior generations. There is so much conflict and
competition between the sexes. Clearly something is wrong.
Before there was a thrill and excitement to courtship. Sexual expression was postponed for marriage which only added
to the anticipation and bonding. Married or not, men and
women had well-defined roles which allowed each to excel in
his or her own sphere. There was enormous joy for a married man to love and provide for his wife and children, and
for the wife to love and serve her family full-time. Those who
were not married compensated by having more time to serve
their communities and church. The obvious question: But
what about a career outside the home for married women?
Women are missing out! Answer: Not really. The importance of a career outside the home for happiness is
greatly over-rated. Ask any man about his career. He may
point to activities and accomplishments, whether small or
great, that he is happy about, but if he really thinks about it,
the most cherished moments in his life will be bound up in
his experiences with other people. If he sank a fabulous putt
in front of millions on television and savors it in his mind, I
doubt it was the public adulation which is the basis of his joy.
More likely it was because he relished recounting the experience privately with a friend, quite possibly his wife. If all he
had was public acclaim to remember, he might even feel a
gnawing irritation about all the putts he missed. Women excel in such relationships and have more time for them if they
are homemakers. Their families call them blessed for their
dedication. One doesn’t hear much about the late Phyllis
Schlafly these days, but her books speak to the joys of
homemaking as a career. C. S. Lewis considered a homemaker working to nourish and care for her family to have the
most important job in the world.19
The importance of Christian education and catechesis
must also be mentioned. The indoctrination of the young
begins early at most public schools. Support Christian education and help infuse it with Godly instruction which prepares students for the realities of the world.
These are surely trying times. One evening I went to bed
and tossed and turned thinking about the sorry state of the
world. I asked God for peace and guidance. The next morning in Bible class, I opened my Bible and my eyes landed on
this verse:
“and if he rescued righteous Lot, greatly distressed by the
sensual conduct of the wicked (for as that righteous man
lived among them day after day, he was tormenting his righteous soul over their lawless deeds that he saw and
heard); then the Lord knows how to rescue the godly from
trials, and to keep the unrighteous under punishment until
the day of judgment”. (2 Peter 2:7-9 ESV)
Now I know that I am not a righteous man apart from
Christ, but we are all counted as righteous through faith in
Jesus Christ. God will rescue us from the coming trials!
And “Finally, brothers, whatever is true, whatever is honorable, whatever is just, whatever is pure, whatever is lovely,
whatever is commendable, if there is any excellence, if there
is anything worthy of praise, think about these things.” (Phil
4:8 ESV)
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“ … in your hearts honor Christ the Lord as holy, always
being prepared to make a defense to anyone who asks
you for a reason for the hope that is in you …” (1 Peter
3:15 ESV)
John F. Lang, Ph.D.
____________________
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